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where
• . j i , by the formula Let us consider a homogeneous plasma in an J external magnetic field Bo = Boz iz . As a special case we choose the isotropic distribution function at equilibrium: foq = f°q(v 2 ), q = e, i. Combination of the first two Maxwell equations yields:
where E, B are the perturbation fields (assuming where e'ij = Re ei} (ei} = equivalent dielectric tensor) /< = !). Assuming for E, B a spatial dependence ~exp(tfc-r) we obtain after integrating over a spatial period:
We now assume spatial integration over one period and discard the sign (j) dr.
From the linearized Vlasov equation, we have
Such an expression is obtained 2 by distinguishing between slow and fast time dependence
and the transition from (2 a) to (2 b) follows from the Maxwell equations in the lowest order.
The solution f\q represents for the macroscopic quantities a pure mode [fe, co(fe)], only in its asymptotic limit oo :
where integration is made along the unperturbed orbits:
In this limit t-> oo , we can neglect the free-streaming term [~exp(ife-V f)], which makes a zero contribution to the velocity space integral.
We get for /lq: On the other hand, the dielectric tensor is defined by:
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